9. Program

Monday, March 22

Morning

09:30-09:35  Welcome and Introduction to ReIReS  
Ms. Karla Boersma, TUA/ReIReS

09:35-10:30  Welcome and Introduction to the workshop  
Dr. Francesca Cadeddu, FSCIRE

Description and visit to the holdings of the Dossetti Library and Archives, its history and conception of cataloguing.  
Dr. Davide Dainese, FSCIRE/University of Bologna

10:30-11:00  Break

11:00-11:30  Description of the holdings of the FSCIRE archives  
Ms. Irene Iarocci, FSCIRE

11:30-12:00  The Roncalli papers; historiography and bibliography on John XXIII and the Second Vatican Council.  
Prof. Enrico Galavotti, FSCIRE/University of Chieti

12:00-13:00  Mgr. Lorenzo Milani Archives - Audiovisual sources of Vatican II  
Prof. Federico Ruozzi, FSCIRE/University of Modena and Reggio Emilia  
Mr. Luca Villa, FSCIRE

13:00-15:00  Lunch Break

Afternoon

15:00-16:30  MANSI3 @mplissima and Acta synodalía  
Dr. Daniele Pellacani, University of Bologna

16:30-17:00  Break

17:00-18:00  Train-the-Trainer Course
Tuesday, March 23

Morning

09:00-9:30  La Pira Library presentation
            Dr. Ivana Panzeca, FSCIRE

09:30-10:00  Break

10:00-12:30  Qur’anic manuscripts from the fragments to the canon or from the canon to the fragments?
             Qur’anic fragments of the 7th century
             Dr. Alba Fedeli, University of Hamburg/FSCIRE

12:30-14:30  Lunch Break

Afternoon

14:30-16:00  Towards the critical edition of Arabic and Persian philosophical texts
             Searching for manuscripts: An approach to the catalogues
             Train-the-Trainer course
             Dr. Ivana Panzeca, FSCIRE

16:00-16:30  Break

16:30-17:30  Towards the critical edition of Arabic and Persian philosophical texts
             Searching for manuscripts: An approach to the catalogues
             Train-the-Trainer course
             Dr. Ivana Panzeca, FSCIRE
Wednesday, March 24

Morning

09:00-10:00  The Conciliorum Oecumenicorum Generaliumque Decreta project: Introduction
Dr. Davide Dainese, University of Bologna

10:00-10:30  Break

10:30-12:30  The Syriac Manuscript of Alqosh 169 [olim. Baghdad 509]: Historical, Codicological, Paleographical Remarks and an Edition Critical edition of a Syriac manuscript
Train-the-Trainer course
Dr. Ephrem Ishac, University of Graz

12:30-14:30  Lunch Break

Afternoon

14:30-16:00  How to find, use and interpret Armenian manuscripts and sources
Train-the-Trainer course
Dr. Federico Alpi, FSCIRE

16:00-16:30  Break

16:30-17:30  How to find, use and interpret Armenian manuscripts and sources
Train-the-Trainer course
Dr. Federico Alpi, FSCIRE
Thursday, March 25

Morning

09:30-11:00 The Sefer Torah scroll
Discovery, dating and study of an Hebrew manuscript
Prof. Mauro Perani, University of Bologna

11:00-11:30 Break

11:30-13:00 The Sefer Torah scroll
Discovery, dating and study of an Hebrew manuscript
Prof. Mauro Perani, University of Bologna

13:00-14:30 Lunch Break

Afternoon

14:30-16:00 CDEC
Laura Brazzo

16:00-16:30 Break

16:30-17:30 AI for Art, Art for AI
Ms. Silvia Cascianelli, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia
Mr. Lorenzo Baraldi, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia
Friday, March 26

Morning

09:00-10:00 The Al-Kindi cataloguing system
Dr. Rosanna Budelli, FSCIRE

AI perspectives for automatic text extraction and catalogation of volumes in non-latin alphabets volumes (Arabic, Persian, Ottoman turkish, Azeri turkish, Kurdish): challenges of the La Pira digital archive.
Mr. Riccardo Vigliermo, FSCIRE

10:00-10:30 Break

10:30-13:30 Evaluation
Train-the-Trainer course
Dr. Francesca Cadeddu, FSCIRE